Azure Starter Pack
We enable, accelerate, and optimize
your usage of Microsoft Azure.

Specialists in Microsoft Azure

Azure Starter Pack
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Our Azure Starter pack gives you a
cloud technology foundation to build
upon, while enabling and accelerating
your optimized usage of Microsoft Azure.
The technical considerations and design recommendations might
lead to different trade-offs, and are based on your goals and
desires. While some variation is expected, the core guidance that
we provide you with will allow your company to scale sustainably
and cost-effectively, while enjoying Azure architecture advice that
is modular by design.

Azure Starter Pack

This project includes:

Educational
workshop

Guidance for sustainable
scaling

The foundation of Azure
Landing Zones

Technical and design
recommendations

Governance and
documentation

Delivery of Azure
Landing Zones

Subscription design and
access/permission

Post-completion evaluation
of the project

Project roadmap:

Azure Starter Pack

1. (Free)

2. (Fixed price or sponsored*)

3. (Fixed price or sponsored*)

4. (Fixed price or sponsored*)

Educational
Workshop (1-2h)

Scope of
Work Planning

The Starter
Pack Delivery

Final Assessment
& Evaluation

We'll explain migration and
Azure Landing Zones in
detail, including examples
of why you want to use it
and how it will benefit you
on your cloud-based
journey.

Our team provides you with
detailed guidance for project
management, a timeline, a list
of the deliverables, and
information on all projectspecific activities.

We deliver according to the
pre-determined scope of work,
which will include all
requirements, requests, and
agreed-upon goals.

Upon final completion of the
project, we provide you with a
detailed assessment and
evaluation.

*Sponsored by the Azure Migration and Modernization Program from Microsoft
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"When we needed help moving our services to Azure, it was obvious to
choose a company with a niched specialty on Azure. The choice fell on
Redeploy, which we haven't regretted since!
- Lars Bogren, CIO at Warner Bros

redeploy.com

Get started with Azure
Get in contact with Adam to book your
educational workshop.

Adam Söderberg
Head of Sales
adam.soderberg@redeploy.com
+46 725 439 773

